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a b s t r a c t

Typical hesitant fuzzy elements (HFEs) are quite useful for multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) in hesi-

tant fuzzy setting. To reach a decision, it is necessary to derive the orders of HFEs. However, all the existing

orders presented for HFEs in the literature are partial orders. We may need total orders sometimes such as

in the situations when aggregating information by the ordered weighted aggregation (OWA) operators. Thus,

the first purpose of this paper is to develop the total orders (called admissible orders) of HFEs for MCDM.

The admissible orders improve the existing partial orders of HFEs and can be generated by a set of special

functions. We demonstrate that the distinct ranking of HFEs can be derived according to different admissible

orders. Another purpose is to redefine the hesitant fuzzy OWA operator based on the proposed total orders.

Some interesting properties of the operator are also discussed.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The concept of fuzzy sets (FSs) [1] has been widely accepted and

applied in many categories of decision making problems because

of the nature that everything is allowed to be a matter of degrees

in fuzzy logic [2]. The prominent characterization of a FS is the

considerations of membership degrees to the elements. In real-life

situations, the decision making problems contain various kinds of

uncertainties [3,4]. For the purpose of handling these uncertainties

by the idea of FSs, the extensions of FSs as well as their applications

have been an increasing interest in recent years. In quantitative

situations, some popular extensions are type-2 fuzzy sets [5], type-n

fuzzy sets [6], interval-valued fuzzy sets [2], Atanassov’s intuitionistic

fuzzy sets [7], fuzzy multisets [8], hesitant fuzzy sets (HFSs) [9] and

Pythagorean Fuzzy Sets [10]. The applications of these extensions can

be seen in many fields such as image processing [11,12], classification

[13,14], text mining [15] and multi-criteria decision making (MCDM)

[16–26] and so on.

MCDM refers to evaluating, prioritizing or selecting over some

available alternatives {A1, A2, . . . , Ap} with respect to a set of crite-

ria {c1, c2, . . . , cq} which are usually conflicted with each other. In

order to do that, it is necessary to assign a value to each alterna-

tive with respect to each criterion. Then two phases are utilized to
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construct a ranking among alternatives: the aggregation phase and

the exploitation phase [27]. The first phase is usually conducted

by employing the aggregation operators with some specific charac-

teristics, such as the ordered weighted aggregation (OWA) opera-

tors, to obtain a collective preference structure. Then, a method is

considered to derive a ranking of alternatives in the second phase.

We argue that a total order is often needed in both phases, if the

OWA operators are used in the first phase, or if the alternatives are

ranked by the collective performances obtained in the first phase

directly.

Among the extensions of FSs, HFSs have attracted the attention

of a great deal of researchers in recent few years. A lot of literature

has shown that the hesitant situations are very common in practical

problems and the HFSs can facilitate the management of hesitant

uncertainties. Some authors [28–30] focused on the aggregation

of HFSs and developed a series of aggregation operators, such as

the hesitant fuzzy ordered weighted aggregation (HFOWA) opera-

tor, for MCDM. Hesitant fuzzy preference relations have also been

investigated in refs. [31,32]. Some other studies [33,34] presented

various decision making approaches in this setting. Besides, several

extensions of HFSs have also been presented, such as interval-valued

HFSs [26], generalized HFSs [4], dual HFSs [35] and hesitant fuzzy

linguistic term sets [36].

However, as a basic theory of using HFSs in decision making, the

total orders of hesitant fuzzy elements (HFEs) are not emphasized

enough. Xu and Xia [29] defined a score function of a HFE and used

it to compare any two HFEs. Another score function can be found in
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ref. [34]. To overcome the limitation of the comparison law only based

on the score function, Chen et al. [37] and Liao et al. [38] defined,

respectively, distinct forms of deviation degrees. Then HFEs can be

ordered by their score functions and deviation degrees. As will be

illustrated in Section 3, all these orders are partial orders on a col-

lection of HFEs. But sometimes we may need a total order of HFEs

in MCDM, such as in the situations when aggregating information by

the HFOWA operator.

Therefore, the first purpose of this paper is to develop the total

orders of HFEs. The total order is presented as an admissible order

which is a linear order and refines the common partial order of the

vectors of dimension n. The proposed admissible orders can be gener-

ated by a set of special functions. This construction method allows us

to build different total orders that improve the existing partial orders

between HFEs.

The other purpose of this paper is to use the presented linear or-

ders to the famous OWA operators. We define a general form of the

HFOWA operator based on the proposed admissible orders. Some of

its properties are also investigated. Based on several novel linear op-

erations of HFEs, we demonstrate the increasing monotonicity of the

HFOWA operator.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we review some pre-

liminaries of HFSs and poset in Section 2. We present the admissible

orders of HFEs in Section 3, as well as the construction method and

the properties of the admissible orders. We discuss the HFOWA oper-

ator in Section 4. The paper ends with the conclusions.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Hesitant fuzzy sets and hesitant fuzzy elements

To handle the case where the experts have hesitancy on several

possible values for defining the membership of an object, Torra [9]

proposed the concept of hesitant fuzzy set (HFS) whose membership

function is described by a subset of [0, 1]. For the purpose of actual

applications, Torra [9] also extended the HFS to permit us to have

repeated memberships for a given object.

Definition 1 [9]. Let X be a reference set, then we define (multiset

based) hesitant fuzzy set (HFS) on X in terms of a function h that

when applied to X returns a multisubset of [0, 1].

Recently, Bedregal et al. [30] defined a particular case of HFSs,

i.e., the typical hesitant fuzzy sets, which consider only the finite

nonempty subsets of [0, 1]. In fact, most of the current studies fo-

cus on typical HFSs. In this paper, we consider only the finite and

nonempty HFSs although the original names, HFSs and HFEs are used.

Remark 1. The idea of (typical) HFSs is close to the fuzzy multisets

with a fixed number of memberships mentioned in ref. [39] and the

n-dimensional fuzzy sets proposed in ref. [40].

Xia and Xu [29] presented the following mathematical represen-

tation of a HFS:

E = {< x, hE(x) > |x ∈ X}, (1)

where the so-called hesitant fuzzy element (HFE) hE(x) is a finite

nonempty subset (or multisubset) in [0, 1], representing the possible

membership degrees of x to the set E.

Without loss of generality, the members in a HFE are ar-

ranged in an increasing order. In this paper, a HFE is denoted by

h = {γ1, γ2, . . . , γn}, where 0 ≤ γ1 ≤ γ2 ≤ · · · ≤ γn ≤ 1, n is the

cardinality of h.

Given x ∈ X , the cardinalities of two HFEs h1(x) and h2(x) may not

coincide. For the convenience of computation, some methods have

been considered to make their cardinalities equal [32]. A common

way is the use of β-normalization. If #h1(x) < #h2(x), then new ele-

ments --h derived by

--h = ζh+ + (1 − ζ )h− (2)

can be appended to h1(x), where h+ and h− are respectively the max-

imum and minimum elements in h1(x). The parameter ζ can be seen

as an index of risk as in refs. [33,41] and determined by the optimized

algorithms as in ref. [32]. As h1(x) is a multisubset of [0, 1], it is mean-

ingful as well even if Eq. (2) does not generate new elements.

In group decision making circumstances, hesitancies usually

emerge because individuals have distinct and uncompromising opin-

ions and the decision makers do not prefer to consider an averag-

ing value by the aggregation operators. In this case, if individuals are

asked to provide one value with the highest confident level, the car-

dinalities of HFEs can be retained the same. We will conduct the fol-

lowing discussions with the assumption that the cardinalities of two

HFEs are equal.

2.2. Partial orders and posets

We recall some necessary concepts in refs. [42,43] in this section.

For some n > 0, the set of all HFEs with the cardinality n is denoted

by

H([0, 1], n) = {h = {γ1, γ2, . . . , γn}|0 ≤ γ1 ≤ γ2 ≤ · · · ≤ γn ≤ 1},
(3)

and a special kind of set of the vectors with the dimension n is de-

noted by

K([0, 1], n) = {(x1, x2, . . . , xn)|0 ≤ x1 ≤ x2 ≤ · · · ≤ xn ≤ 1}. (4)

Observe that there is a bijection i from H([0, 1], n) to K([0, 1], n),

given by i({γ1, γ2, . . . , γn}) = (γ1, γ2, . . . , γn).

Given a nonempty set H, a partial order (or weak partial order) �
on the set H is a binary relation on H satisfying:

(1) Reflexivity: for any a ∈ H, a � a;

(2) Antisymmetry: for all a, b ∈ H, if a � b and b � a, then a = b;

(3) Transitivity: for all a, b, c ∈ H, if a � b and b � c, then a � c.

A set H with a partial order � is called a partially ordered set

(poset) and denoted by (H,� ). Furthermore, for all a, b, c ∈ H, a strict

partial order ≺ is a binary relation that satisfies:

(1) Irreflexivity: not a ≺ a,

(2) Transitivity: if a ≺ b and b ≺ c, then a ≺ c,

(3) Asymmetry: if a ≺ b then not b ≺ a.

There is a one-to-one mapping between each pair of weak and

strict partial orders. In fact, if � is a weak partial order, then the cor-

responding strict partial order ≺ is the irreflexive kernel given by:

a ≺ b if a � b and a �= b; conversely, if ≺ is a strict partial order, then

the corresponding weak partial order � is the reflexive closure given

by: a � b if a ≺ b or a = b.

If any two elements a, b ∈ H such that a � b or b � a, then the par-

tial order � is called a linear order and H is called a chain. If the el-

ement a ∈ H such that x � a holds for any x ∈ H, then a is the top of

a poset (H,�) and denoted by 1H . Similarly, the bottom of a poset

(H,�), denoted by 0H , represents the smallest element of H with

respect to �.

Given a poset (H,�) with the top 1H and the bottom 0H , then �-

aggregation function [44] is an aggregation function f : Hn → H on H

with respect to the order � satisfying:

(1) f (0H, 0H, . . . , 0H) = 0H, f (1H, 1H, . . . , 1H) = 1H;

(2) f (x1, x2, . . . , xn) � f (y1, y2, . . . , yn) whenever (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
� (y1, y2, . . . , yn),
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